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This paper is the keynote
speech given December 13 at
the International Conference
on Environmental Design for
Living Excellence 2004 held in
Shah Alam, Selangor, Mayla-
sia. Figures are the slides from
the presentation.

Abstract

The coming century will be one of great peril and promise. Global
population growth and the problems it has induced—from resource
depletion to global warming—threaten dire consequences on a
large scale. Alternatively, new technologies promise awesome
additions to our tools for solving these problems. We may yet be
able to bring living excellence to our people. The problem is, will
our political decision makers have the wisdom to avail themselves
of the right tools at the right time? Will we be able to avoid the
worst of projected disasters and make best use of the new
technologies? Decision makers will need the best of creative
thinking from the science community—and from a design
community also prepared to contribute. The evidence is clear that
decision makers are not yet acting with the full range of advice
they need. Advice that offers proactive, constructive options for
action is not being heard or heeded. The design professions must
prepare themselves to fill this void. Our times have set us new
responsibilities, and we must meet the challenge.

Introduction

"It was the best of times, the worst of times". Charles Dickens
opened his literary classic A Tale of Two Cities with that line.
Although he was talking about the French revolution, now more
than 200 years past. the statement is even more appropriate today.

In any age many forces are at work; some highly promising,
others that seem filled with peril. Today, thoughtful people are
watching highly significant trends that threaten more than ever to
determine our future—for good or bad. Of great concern, they
may already be beyond the capacity of individuals, organizations
or even governments to influence.

On the dark side, human population growth has reached a
point where its effects are Earth changing and life threatening
(Figure 1). There are 6.4 billion people on Earth today. Just fifty
years ago, when I was a young man, there were less than half that
number. And—even though population growth has all but stopped
in most developed countries—the slowing but continuing growth
in the developing world will drive the total population to over ten
billion in the next 50 years. The problem isn’t the people, but the
enormous impact they have on each other and the environment as
we try to provide them living excellence.

The consequences of this growth are already apparent.

• Pressure on food production continues to rise in spite of
great successes in the last 50 years. By 2050, the amount of arable
land per capita will have decreased by over 62% since the 1960’s
(Figure 2).

• Stocks of wild finfish and shellfish are declining alarmingly.
New deep-water species are being sought to replace them, but they
too may be overfished (Figure 3).
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Induced Problems
Food Production Pressured

Increased demand
on the same land
•

Greater Demand:

Complacency:

•

Last 50 years: Food
production outpaced
population growth

Same arable land;
11⁄2 more production

19
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61

0.35

Arable land per capitaGrowth of population
Billions, 1961 - 2050 Hectares, 1961 - 2050

Population and Arable Land in Developing Countries

Source: UNFPA/FAO Population Reports
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Agriculture is Key:•
99% food from land

Figure 2 Induced Problems: Food Production Pressured

Figure 3 Induced Problems: Wild Fisheries Decline

Induced Problems
Wild Fisheries Decline

Greater pressure
on global fisheries
•

New Fisheries
being Sought:

Established Fisher-
ies Declining

•

Cod, tuna, billfish,
shark, grouper ...

Deep-water, 
previously unfished
and unmarketed Source: BBC (Grainger and Garcia)

State of Major World Fisheries

Induced Problems
Fresh Water Resources Depletion

Resources of fresh
water diminishing
per capita
•

2050:

1997:

•

8% of the population
live in water-stressed
countries

25% living in water-
stressed countries

Source: World Resources Institute 2000
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0.4 - 0.5
0.5 - 0.6
0.6 - 0.7
0.7 - 0.8
0.8 - 0.9
0.9 - 1.0
>=1.0

Water Stress Indicator
Low

High

No Discharge
Major River Basins

Induced Problems
Mineral Resource Depletion  Petroleum

Petroleum 
production peaking
in the next decades
•

After the Peak:

Energy Use:

•

Oil now 40% of all
energy sources

- Drop in supply: 
3% per annum. 

- Equivalent power: 
150 nuclear plants 
(1000 MW each)

Source: M. King Hubbert and The Oil Depletion Resource Page

The Hubbert Curve

Induced Problems
World Urbanization

Populations
moving to the cities
•

Megacities

Pre-2005:

•

More rural than urban

1950: 1
2002: 17
2015: 26

Source: United Nations: World Urbanization Prospects

Post-2005:•
More urban than rural;
60% urban by 2030

(10 million+):
2005

Figure 5 Induced Problems: Petroleum Resource Depletion

Figure 4 Induced Problems: Fresh Water Resources Depletion

Figure 6 Induced Problems: World Urbanization

2004
6.4 billion

The Fundamental Problem
Population Growth

Populations
continue
to soar
•

It’s Not the People!

1950 – 2050:

•

world population rises
2.5 – 9 billion

It’s the impact of the 
people on each other
and the environment!

Population (in billions)

Less
developed
countries

More developed countries
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50
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Source: United Nations, World Population 
Prospects, The 1998 Revision, and Estimates by the Population Refer-
ence Bureau

Figure 1 The Fundamental Problem: Population Growth

• Water resources are reaching levels of in-
sufficiency. By 2050, 25 per cent of the world’s
population will live in water-stressed countries
(Figure 4).

• Mineral resources, particularly oil, are ap-
proaching finite limits. Petroleum production will
peak in the next few decades, requiring major
new energy source replacements (Figure 5).

• Cities are growing to sizes barely manage-
able. From next year on, the world will be more
than 50% urban—and increasingly so. The num-
ber of megacities of 10 million people or more
will reach at least 26 by 2015 (Figure 6).
Global warming is progressing ominously with
its own special portents:

• Climate and weather patterns are altering.
Sustained droughts and intense flooding will dis-
locate agriculture and communities (Figure 7).

• Ocean levels are rising faster than expected
as polar melting accelerates. Rising ocean water
levels will jeopardize coastal cities (Figure 8).

• Increased heat energy is feeding more vio-
lent storms. Storms will increase in number, and
violence will increase to category 4 and 5 levels
in tornados, hurricanes, cyclones and typhoons
(Figure 9).

• Climate changes are moving the ranges in
which species can live. Biodiversity will de-
crease with mass extinctions caused by habitat
loss (Figure 10).In
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Figure 8 Global Warming: Rising Waters

Figure 9 Global Warming: Storm Energy Figure 10 Global Warming: Species Range Change

Figure 7 Global Warming: Drought and Flooding

Induced Problems
Global Warming  Drought and Flooding
Climate and weather
patterns altering

•

Intense Localized
Precipitation:

Sustained Droughts:

•

- Wild fires
- Pest infestation
- Weakened plant life

- Washouts, landslides
- Heavy snowfalls
- Local flooding Sources: (left) Naples Florida Daily News USA

(right) Tomasz Cholewo, Kentucky USA

Induced Problems
Global Warming  Rising Waters

Ocean levels rising
faster than expected
•

50-100% Summer
Ice Loss to Melting

Arctic/Antarctic
Warming

•

Ice fast disappearing

Ocean levels could
rise by 1 meter by
end of century Source: Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA), Reuters 

November 9, 2004

Projected Changes in Sea Ice

TEMPERATURES
Winters in Alaska,
W. Canada and E.
Russia warmed 3 -
4°C over last 50
years. Projected to
rise 4-7°C in next
100.

GLOBAL THREAT
Long term, melting
of Greenland Ice
Sheet could raise
world’s oceans by
about 1 meter.

SEA ICE
At least half of
summer sea ice
projected to melt by
2100, intensifying
global warming.

Average Extent of
September Sea Ice

Current

2010-30

2040-60

2070-90

Induced Problems
Global Warming  Storm Energy

Increased heat
energy available
for storms
•

Greater Damage
from Water:

More Violent Storms:

•

- More storms
- More at 4 & 5 level

- Strong storm surges
- More rainfall
- More landslides Typhoon Imbudo, S. China Sea, July 23, 2003 

Source: NASA, Marshall Space Center

Induced Problems
Global Warming  Species Range Change

Climate changing in
species ranges
•

Untenable Climate:

Temperature Rise:

•

Average annual tem-
perature rising north
and south of equator

Acceptable range
moves faster than 
species can adapt

Source: Environmental Sciences Division,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory USA

+0.5°C +1.0°C +1.5°C +2.0°C

+2.5°C +3.0°C +3.5°C +4.0°C
Geographic range prediction model for loblolly pine trees in
the southeastern U.S. under uniform temperature increase.

On the bright side, technological revolutions are
underway that have the potential to alleviate,
even solve many of the problems brought about
by population growth.

• Molecular nanotechnology promises techno-
logical and post-industrial achievements well sur-
passing those of the industrial revolution (Figure
11).

• Biogenetics offer biological tools capable
of supporting work with life processes at levels
comparable to what we can do with electro-
mechanical processes (Figure 12).

• Robotic advances will enable us to consign

work humanely—work requiring creativity, adap-
tivity, thoughtfulness and sensitivity to humans,
work requiring strength, scale, precision, repeti-
tive perfection, continuous performance, or abili-
ty to withstand hostile environments to robots
(Figure 13).

The scale of both problems and opportunities
is sobering (Figure 14). Besides the external, di-
rect threats and rewards looming, a host of other
events may befall us through our interactions
with each other. Wars with weapons of mass de-
struction are daily topics of conversation. The
end of the cold war has ushered in new kinds of

Figure 12 BiotechnologyFigure 11 Molecular Nanotechnology

Opportunity
Molecular Nanotechnology

Technology at the
nanometer level
•

Molecular Scale:

A Technological
Revolution

•

- New capabilities
- New processes

- Invisible computers
- Nano-machines
- Self-replication
- Smart materials Source: Computer Science & Mathematics, Oak Ridge National

Research Laboratory, USA

Opportunity
Biotechnology

Genetic engineer-
ing of organisms
•

New Capabilities
for New Roles:

Modified Genes for
Modified Habitats:

•

Organisms able to
withstand change

- Crop enhancements
- Waste management
- Health support
- Disease suppression

Sources, Left: National Physical Laboratory, UK
Right: Oklahoma State University, USA
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Figure 13 Robotic Technology Figure 14 The Societal Context

Opportunity
Robotic Technology

Electro-mechanical
organisms with
intelligent behavior
•

Jobs People Can’t Do:

Jobs People Should
Not Do:

•

- Dangerous
- Repetitive/boring
- Undesirable

- Hostile environment
- Great/small scale
- Fast/untiring response Micro Sumo Robot. Source: Noetic Design, Inc. Portland, OR USA

Problems/Opportunities
The Societal Context

We also have to deal with each other

Terrorism
Disease pandemics
Political oppression
Economic uncertainty

Personal freedom
Disease eradication
Responsive government
Business and financial confidence

Quality of life

shadowy wars far less easy to contain. Threats of
pandemics occur virtually in parallel with talk of
total disease eradication. Catastrophic national
political collapses compete with region-wide eco-
nomic successes. Everywhere, societal-level en-
hancements to quality-of-life seem almost at
hand—if they aren’t crushed beneath equally om-
nipresent disasters.

A scale so dramatic begs reflection about the
decisions that must be made, the decision pro-
cesses that must be used, and the preparation of
the advisors to the decision makers who must
make the decisions.

Finders, Makers and Creative Advice

Wise decision makers faced with decisions in-
volving forces not wholly understandable or pre-
dictable need vision. At the scale of the
problems and opportunities facing us today, no
single individual will be able to comprehend all
that is necessary to make wise decisions for soci-
ety. Teams of advisors, consultants, experts and
assistants will be necessaryi (Figure 15), and de-
cisions will be rendered through discussion and
interaction among many.

As important as a wealth of diverse background
knowledge is for this staff of experts, the
attitude—way of thinking—that they bring is
equally important. Wisdom will have to be en-
hanced with creativity, and creativity itself will
need to be multidimensional. It will be important
to have the right mix of creative advisors.

Creative people tend to fit one of two models
(Figure 16).

The first group, "finders", exhibits its creativ-
ity through discovery (Figure 17). Finders are
driven to understand and to find new models to
explain phenomena not well understood. In real-
life professions, they usually become scientists
and scholars and are responsible in the last sev-
eral centuries for our great progress in under-
standing the natural world.

The second group, "makers", is equally cre-
ative, but its members demonstrate their creativi-
ty through invention (Figure 18). They are driven
to synthesize what they know in new construc-
tions, new arrangements, compositions and con-
cepts that are tangible fresh expressions of what
is known. They become architects, engineers,
artists—designers—and are responsible for the

Figure 16 Finders/MakersFigure 15 Decision Making

Advisory Wisdom
Decision Making

Decision makers act
on advice

Staff associates
Staff assistants
Strategic advisors
Specialist experts
Concerned parties
Consultants
Lobbyists
.
.

Decision
Maker

Multiple Sources:•

Advisory Wisdom
Finders/Makers

The two-domain
creativity model

Oriented toward
Analysis

Discovery•

Fi
nd

er
s Makers

Analysis Synthesis

D
is

co
ve

ry

Invention

Invention•
Oriented toward
Synthesis

Creative 
Domain

Creative
Domain
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Figure 17 Finders Figure 18 Makers

Advisory Wisdom
Finders

Finders create
through Discovery

- Understand
- Explain

Goals:•

Fi
nd

er
s Makers

Analysis Synthesis

D
is

co
ve

ry

Invention

Professions:•
- Scholars
- Scientists

"Form Finders"•

Creative 
Domain

Creative
Domain

Advisory Wisdom
Makers

Makers create
through Invention

- Construct
- Compose

Goals:•

Fi
nd

er
s Makers

Analysis Synthesis

D
is

co
ve

ry

Invention

Professions:•
- Architects
- Engineers
- Artists
- Designers

"Form Makers"•

Creative 
Domain

Creative
Domain

built environment we live in.
The problem is that neither of these two res-

ervoirs of creative wisdom is being used effec-
tively at the highest decision-making levels. In
the past, politicians were able to make major er-
rors of judgment without earth-shaking ramifica-
tions. With little more than local repercussions,
decision-making politicians could set policies
that benefited a chosen few at the expense of the
many.

Advisory Wisdom
The Missing Synthesis

Missing sources of
influence

Decision
Maker

D
esign

Sc
ie

nc
e

• Problem:
Classic politics
Conventional thinking
Traditional negotiating
Unpressed viewpoints

Vital Additions:
Science specialists
Design specialists

•

Figure 19 The Missing Synthesis

The difference today is that regional, national—
even local—decisions may now have repercus-
sions around the world. Uninformed
decision-making simply is no longer tolerable.
Science and design must contribute credibly to
the range of advice (Figure 19).

Not Using Good Advice

Global warming is a good example of ill-advised
decision making (Figure 20). First catapulted to
public attention in the 1980’s, global warming
has been treated as a political football by gov-
ernments around the world, particularly in the

developed world. A rational decision-making
process would be expected to seek expert opin-
ion on an issue as potentially dangerous as glob-
al warming. The principal experts would be
scientists and, indeed, scientists did begin to
speak out in the mid 1980’s. And, as is the sci-
entific way, opinions were given on both sides
of the question. Some thought the evidence con-
firmed mankind’s impact on changing climate;
some thought that observed phenomena were
natural and part of very complex but normal cli-
matic cycles. The result was that governmental
leaders listened to those who supported their per-
sonal views.

Those scientists who argued for the reality of
man-induced global warming advised the cessa-
tion of practices producing greenhouse gases,
most notably carbon dioxide. Even though scien-
tists on this side of the argument continued to
increase in proportion to what is now an over-
whelming majority, their advice has continued to
be ignored. For the politician in a country like
the United States, the economic implications of
capping or reducing carbon dioxide emissions
have been unrelentingly negative and, therefore,
the decision has been to "study the problem fur-
ther".

Ill-advised Decisions
Global Warming: An Example

A problem illustrative of type

Setting the Scene for Global Warming:
- 1980’s: warming trends rise to international awareness.
- Scientific debate develops and is publicized.

- Some argue observed phenomena natural.
- Majority argues phenomena man-created.
- Point made: there may not be time to confirm.

Advice of the Science Community:

•

•

Action of the Decision Makers:
- Economic costs of suggested actions studied.
- Lack of uniform scientific agreement noted.
- Decision made to "study further"—and not take action.

•

Figure 20 Global Warming: An Example
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Figure 21 Global Warming: Factor 1 Figure 22 Global Warming: Factor 2

Ill-advised Decisions
Global Warming: An Example

Factor 1

Best Scientific Advice Not Taken: 
• Informed consensus of scientists not sought
• Conclusions selected to support politically desirable policy

Ill-advised Decisions
Global Warming: An Example

Factor 2

Only One-Dimensional Advice Offered:
• Stop cutting down rainforests
• Stop allowing automobiles to burn hydrocarbon fuels
• Stop generating electricity with coal, gas and oil-fired

power plants

The problem, of course, is that there may not be
time for further study. Global warming is an en-
vironmental problem on a scale beyond rapid
human intervention. The display of potentially
disastrous small-problem thinking that it has in-
duced is demonstration enough of the need for
new processes of policy making.

Two factors stand out. First, the best scientif-
ic advice was not taken (Figure 21). True, scien-
tists disagreed, but that is an important part of
the scientific method. Skepticism is necessary to
support deep inquiry and confirmation of hypoth-
eses. But because the science community was
not of a single mind, its advice was manipulated
to support politically desirable policy. Had gov-
ernmental leadership sought informed consensus,
it could have obtained it.

Second, scientists offered only one-
dimensional recommendations (Figure 22).
Where offending practices were recognized as
contributing to the production of greenhouse
gases, scientists advised stopping those
practices—stop cutting down the rain forests,
stop allowing automobiles to burn hydrocarbons,
stop generating electricity with coal, gas and oil-
fired power plants, etc. A natural product of the
"finders" way of thinking, the negation model of
problem solving—discover the cause of a prob-
lem and remove it—played directly into the
hands of those politicians who felt that they had
to oppose reductive solutions that would lead to
economic downturn.

The advice that was missing was advice of-
fering proactive "to do" options (Figure 23). De-
sign thinking as naturally looks for what "to do"
to solve a problem as science thinking looks for
what not to do—or stop doing—to solve the
problem. But there are no design advisors at
policy-making levels of government, and
design—as we have practiced it around the

world—is not perceived as having value for po-
litical and institutional policy making.

Ill-advised Decisions
Global Warming: An Example

Factor 3 – The Missing Advice

No Pro-Active, Constructive Advice Considered:
• No to do advice, only not to do
• No policy-level design advice
• No reason to seek design advice

Figure 23 Global Warming: Factor 3 - The Missing Advice

Project Phoenix, An Example
In 1988, the Institute of Design decided that
looking at the global warming problem from a
design perspective would be highly appropriate
as a subject for the Japan Design Foundation’s
4th International Design Competition (Figure
24). In two proposals that we invested 10,000

Ill-advised Decisions
A Governmental Example: Project Phoenix

Global warming solutions
that create economic value

•

Photosynthesis at Sea

Desert Regreening

•

Recovery of lands 
historically barren

Deep-sea floating kelp
beds, mollusc farms,
mangrove islands Source: http//:www.id.iit.edu/profile/gallery/project_phoenix/

Solar-Power Satellites•
10GW beamed power from space

Figure 24 Project Phoenix

man-hours developing1, we showed how ultra-
large scale solar power-generation satellites,
environmental-scale coverings for regreening de-
serts, and deep-ocean floating mangrove-islandIn
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Figure 25 National Parks Project Figure 26 National Parks Project: WindowWall

Variable
opacity

ThinWall

Clutch

Carriers interlock 
back-to-back for
double vehicle 
transport

Free
wheels

Self-leveling
telescopic
supports

Traction cable

Weight support
cables

Food
preparation

Washer/
dryer

Shower
washstand

Closet OfficeEntertain-
ment

Toilet
washstand

Storage Storage
shelves

Heating Cooling Sleeping

Sample ThickWall cores

ThickWall
food preparation core

Transparent
ThinWall

Opaque
ThinWall

Extendable

Hydraulic stairs

Satellite antenna

Projection screen

exhibit space

HVACWater Power 2’ x 2’ Grid

Depot

Depot

Depot

Visitor Center

Roads

Electric Drive Cable

Electric Drive Cable 
ingress/egress

Ill-advised Decisions
An Institutional Example: National Parks

Integrated Systems:
• Adaptive construction
• Internal transport
• External trransport
• Educational outreach
• Net communications
• Linked information

21st century
planning for the
national parks

NATIONAL
PARK

SYSTEM

Department
of  the Inter ior

TicketBadge

Source: National Parks System. Chicago: Institute of Design
Illinois Institute of Technology, 1994.

Ill-advised Decisions
An Institutional Example: National Parks

WindowWall

Source: National Park System. Report, Institute of Design, Illinois
Institute of Technology, 1994.

A flat-panel TV, high-
definition "window"
on the parks
• Fixed cameras in the Parks

Views uplinked to satellite,
downlinked to subscriber
Zoom/pan viewing in home
or institution
Subscriptions: $150/yr home;
$850/yr institutional

•

•

•
$500,000,000 annual income
to the National Park Service

•

and kelp-bed complexes could both reduce atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide and support significant
economic and environmental development. They
could make money and increase quality of life
while fighting global warming! We made the
project reports available to governmental leaders
in the U.S., Japan, U.K., Germany, France and
Russia, with mixed response. Germany and the
U.K. responded enthusiastically and received our
permission to copy the reports for stimulation of
similar research in their universities. No other
governments replied.

On reflection, it was not surprising. Given
the reserved position all of these governments
held on the economic implications of any carbon
emissions reduction policy, and the total lack of
political credentials of any of the design fields, it
was not advice they wanted or thought they
needed to hear.

The National Park System, Another Example
In another example, at the institutional level, the
Institute of Design was asked in 1994 to look at
housing problems for rangers in the U.S. national
parks (Figure 25). Funding had long been inade-
quate, and ranger housing was becoming woeful-
ly inadequate. We convinced the National Park
Foundation to allow us to look at the larger pic-
ture of the future of the parks and what could be
done to incorporate new technologies into an in-
tegrated vision for park planning.

The result was a comprehensive system plan
for the parks that suggested new models for
housing and building construction, transportation
systems for inside and outside the parks, educa-
tional outreach programs and implementation of
networked communication systems for adminis-
tration as well as interpretative guidance, emer-

gency medical services, law enforcement, and
research2. Among many individual recommenda-
tions was one we titled "WindowWall" (Figure
26). It was an idea for how to share views of the
parks with people around the country (and the
world) and, at the same time, raise money to off-
set the grave shortages of funding experienced
every year by the National Park Service.

The idea postulated fixed, wide-angle video
cameras looking at the spectacular views found
almost exclusively in national parks. Views were
to be uplinked to satellites where they could be
downloaded on a subscription basis to institu-
tions in the public and private sectors such as
hospitals, libraries, schools, corporate conference
rooms, etc.—and individual homes. Software at
each screen location would allow subscribers to
zoom and pan within the wide angle view to ob-
tain just the continuous "window on the park"
they desired. If just 500,000 households (one
half of 1 percent of U.S. households in 2000)
subscribed at $150 per year and 500,000 institu-
tions worldwide subscribed at just $850 per year,
that would generate 500 million dollars—one
third of the entire proposed annual national parks
budget!

Once again, the idea was thoroughly convinc-
ing and the technology exists. Did the National
Park Foundation accept the concept and lobby
the U.S. National Park Service and Congress to
go forward? No. Conservative leaders of the
Foundation did not want the Park Service to
charge the American people for this use of the
parks—even though parks do charge admission
fees.

I believe the problem in both these examples
is a lack of credibility for the worth of design
thinking at these levels of policy planning (Fig-
ure 27).
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Figure 26 Credential: Measuring Worth Figure 28 Value of Design Thinking

Credibility & Responsibility
Credentials

Measuring worth

Factors Imparting Value to Advice:
• Recognition of the field
• Reputation of the professions
• Record of the advice givers
• Relevance to the problem

Credibility & Responsibility
Value of Design Thinking

Design has value at policy levels

Not Because:  Designers create the environment
(although they do)

Because:  Design is a valuable way of thinking
• Approaches to problem finding and problem solving
• Ways to - find information

 - gain insights
 - organize
 - evaluate
 - project holistic concepts

Preparing for the Responsibilities

Unfortunately, that is partly our own fault. De-
signers, whatever their specialty, have been less
than eager to assume roles in high level manage-
ment and governance outside their training. Per-
haps, the inherent fascination that draws
designers to the visual and functional world has
led us to prefer dealing with ideas than with peo-
ple. In any case, the consequences have been that
few design professionals have aspired to general
positions of authority where their achievements
would be measured in the world of policies, ac-
tions and events. They have chosen instead to
exert direct influence on the built environment
and find their rewards in the successes of the
projects for which they have received commis-
sions.

The motivation is understandable, but no
longer wholly acceptable. We have new respon-
sibilities. Although they may have been thrust
upon us, we must respond.

Of great importance, we must understand that
it is not because of our special abilities to create
products, messages, buildings and the rest of the
built environment that we need to be heard (Fig-
ure 28). It is because of the way that we think
and the approach that we bring to problem find-
ing and problem solving. We need to be heard in
the policy making process because we offer an-
other way to find information, gain insight from
it, organize it, evaluate it and project holistic
concepts. Whether the problem is resolvable
through physical constructions or concepts as in-
tangible as organization models, event plans or
policy formulations, design thinking offers alter-
native ways of conceptualizing, inventing and
planning of critical value to the decision maker.

The Professional Organizations
Our professional design societies will be in the
front ranks as we rise to the challenge (Figure
29). To the extent that designers have national
and international credibility as professionals, it is
through the public awareness created by the ac-
tivities, communications and actions of our pro-
fessional societies.

Preparing for Responsibility
Professional Organizations

Design societies will be at the forefront

Building Credibility in Government and Society:
Communicate achievements of design
Celebrate the design process
Recognize organizations and individuals 
Connect decision makers with design expertise

Advocate breadth of application
Support wide-ranging research
Encourage curriculum development
Communicate new career paths

Shaping Evolution in the Professions:

•

•

Figure 29 Professional Organization Responsibilities

Professional societies must reconsider their char-
ters with a view toward how we can provide
high level service to institutions and government.
In addition to the many services societies offer
their memberships, they must find ways to make
the value of design thinking paramount where it
was not previously thought to be even relevant.
They must take a proactive role in connecting
decision makers with design experts and design
organizations able to make substantive contribu-
tions.

Professional societies must also work to en-
large the supply pipeline. In this role, they must
encourage researchers and schools to evolve ap-
plications of design processes to non-physical
subjects. Perhaps better than any other of our re-
sources, they can make the new values visible
and incentives desirable to new generations of
students and their teachers.In
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Design Research
Those concerned with design research must now
extend its base (Figure 30). The sustained devel-
opment we are beginning to see is a recent prod-
uct and an exciting one, but already it is not
enough.

Figure 30 Research Responsibilities

Preparing for Responsibility
Design Research

Design research will need to grow

Staying the Course:
User-centered design 
Interaction design
Universal design 
Computer-supported design

Public policy
Design and policy planning
Conceptual synthesis and modeling
System design evaluation
Sustainable design

Widening the Vision:

•

•

and much more!•

In recent years, inspiration for design research
has see-sawed between the engineering sciences
and the social sciences, sometimes more inspired
by the one, sometimes the other—most recently,
the social sciences. In the mean time, the devel-
opment of computer technology has continued at
an exponential pace, and graphic and computa-
tional tools for creating highly sophisticated pro-
cesses and methods for a wide range of design
and planning research simply await incorporation
and refinement by design methodologists. It time
to widen our research vision, to see the full
range of problems that can benefit from design
thinking, and to create the tools and specialized
knowledge that will enable designers and plan-
ners to participate in these kinds of decision
making.

Education
The extension of vision and responsibility ulti-
mately will succeed or fail at the hands of our
academic institutions (Figure 31). Design educa-
tion around the world must also extend its vision
and grow to prepare the designers and planners
of tomorrow for their responsibilities.

Without abandoning our traditional commit-
ment to individual users, business and industry,
design education must add a new commitment to
institutions and government. Students must be
prepared to work with topics, concepts and pro-
cesses that have not previously been considered
within their realm of expertise. They must also

be prepared to work with people in roles design-
ers and planners have not normally experienced.

Fundamental changes will be needed to
university-level design education. Design and
planning should be treated as a body of knowl-
edge distinct from, but highly associated with
other fields. Design should be positioned in its
own college, not in a College of Art—or
Engineering—or Architecture—or Liberal Arts.
Design should be positioned to work in multidis-
ciplinary relationships with all of these
colleges—as well as the College of Law, the
Business College, and others.

Curricula at the undergraduate level should
contain significant courses in the sciences, hu-
manities, technology and the arts. Graduating
students with baccalaureate degrees should not
be expected to be trained professionals, but rath-
er appropriately prepared applicants for graduate
education. Professional programs should be at
the graduate level, and PhD programs should be
established to further design and planning knowl-
edge for those who would teach in the universi-
ties and those who would conduct research in
laboratories and institutions.

Figure 31 Education Responsibilities

Preparing for Responsibility
Design Education

Design education holds the long-term key

New Clients and Commitments:
Government and institutions as new clients
Expansion of topics, projects and processes 
New roles, rules and work-styles for interaction

Design in its own college
Repositioning within the University:

•

•

Reorganization of Curricula:
Significant sciences, humanities, technology and arts in

 undergraduate curricula
Professional training at the graduate level
PhD programs for researchers and those who will teach

•

Summary and Conclusions

In this century, we enter a period of peril and
promise in which design thinking can play a
major role—if we make it possible (Figure 32).
Quality of life may suffer grimly or may reach
new levels of richness, depending on how wisely
we confront the problems we have made. For
perhaps the first time in history, man-made prob-
lems may exceed the limits of our ability to
check them. Our actions in the next decades will
be critical.
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Our political leaders will have to make decisions,
often difficult, that will take all of our combined
wisdom. Traditional political processes will not
be sufficient. We must have the best scientific
thinking in creative advisory roles. We must also
have a new voice, design, in advisory roles
where the options may benefit from constructive
vision.

For those of us in leadership positions among
the design professions, professional societies, re-
search institutions and universities, the evidence
visible today should be enough to stir us to ac-
tion. Within our own fields we must initiate the
changes that will put us in position to contribute.

Professionals and Professional Societies must
work to build bridges to government and institu-
tions, establish the credibility of design thinking,
and demonstrate its value to the analysis of prob-
lems, development of concepts, and making of
decisions.

Researchers must widen the scope of design
research and pursue the kinds of knowledge, pro-
cesses, methods and tools that will better enable
design thinking to be used in policy making.

University faculty and administrators must re-
invent curricula to fit the times, recognizing the
growing maturity of the design fields and the
new commitments necessary to match daunting
new responsibilities.

The goal for all is service at the highest level. It
may seem arrogant to believe that design think-
ing can have serious impact at policy-making le-
vels. But what if it could? I think we all would
rather we tried than wish we had.

Figure 32 Summary and Conclusions

Summary & Conclusions
Peril and Promise

Quality of Life may depend upon design

Coming Problems and Opportunities are Formidable
- Quality of life for a burgeoning population is a challenge.
- Man-made problems may exceed our ability to solve them.

- Traditional political advice will not be enough.
- Creative science and design thinking must be heard and heeded.

Leaders Will Need a Full Range of Advice

•

•

The Design Community Must Rise to the Challenge
- Design institutions must prepare to contribute.
- Professions must communicate the value of design thinking.
- Research must develop new theory, methods and tools.
- Universities must prepare a new generation to use them.

•
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